Batch effects will influence the interpretation of metabolomics data. In order to avoid misleading 15 results, batch effects should be corrected and normalized prior to statistical analysis. 16 Metabolomics studies are usually performed without targeted compounds (e.g., internal 17 standards) and it is a challenging task to validate batch effects correction methods. In addition, 18 statistical properties of metabolomics data are quite different from genomics data (where most of 19 the currently used batch correction methods have originated from). In this study, we firstly 20 analyzed already published metabolomics datasets so as to summarize and discuss their statistical 21 properties. Then, based on available datasets, we developed novel statistical properties-based in 22 silico simulations of metabolomics peaks' intensity data so as to analyze the influence of batch 23 effects on metabolomic data with the use of currently available batch correction strategies.
Introduction 39
Metabolomic studies focus on variations among metabolites in a given system with respect to 40 their exposure to different stimuli (Kusonmano et al., 2016) , such as disease (Madsen et al., 41 2010, 2; Gonzalez-Riano et al., 2016) or environmental pollutants (Bundy et al., 2009;  among samples (e.g., batch effects) may also affect results in GC-MS/LC-MS based 48 metabolomics analysis (Wehrens et al., 2016) . Batch effects are commonly observed in high- 49 throughput analytical methods, which generally involve one or multiple injection sequences 50 during instrumental analysis (Goh et al., 2017; Pinto, 2017) . Batch effects can stem from 51 different factors. For instance, they can be related to known factors, such as sample injection 52 order (Wang et al., 2013) or sample amount (Wu and Li, 2016) , but could also be attributed to (Yu et al., 2017; Faber et al., 2014) . To overcome this problem, a commonly 71 applied approach entails application of internal standards; however, in untargeted metabolomics 72 studies, the availability of internal standards is narrowed down to selected classes of metabolites; 73 as such, fluctuations in signal intensities for other classes of analytes are unavoidable. As shown 74 in Scheme 1B, if a single compound is used to normalize the data by its response, then bias 75 would be introduced for other peaks possessing different batch effects. Nevertheless (Wehrens et al., 2016) . Overall, the appropriateness of a batch correction method for a given 93 dataset is greatly dependent on whether the statistical model and assumption behind the 94 correction method fit the real data, and as such, selection of an appropriate method should take 95 these considerations into account.
96
The correction of batch effects in untargeted metabolomics is also challenging with respect to 97 validation of batch correction methods. In order to evaluate the performance of selected 98 correction methods, Li et.al developed the online tool NOREVA to make comparisons among twenty-five correction methods, taking into account five criteria: intra-group variation among 100 samples, the distribution of P-values from differential analysis, consistency of certain markers 101 among different datasets, classification accuracy, and correspondence of reference data (Li et al., 102 2017). However, except for the last criteria, which actually uses the same routine as that used in 103 targeted analysis, the proposed criteria scantily and no instinctively allow for selection of the 104 most adequate correction method. Besides, each validation method was only based on ideal 105 statistical properties or distributions, which might introduce bias when the intended data has a 106 different distribution or structure.
107
Moreover, if the batch effects for each peak are known, then validation and comparisons of 108 different batch correction methods would be possible and easy. In this situation, direct counting 109 of peaks with real changes could be performed before and after the data were corrected.
110
However, such correction method cannot be applied when the research is designed to discover as adducts, isotopologues, and fragment ions, would show high correlations. In this case, 119 metabolomics data have a hierarchical structure with correlations at both the peak and compound 120 level (Mahieu and Patti, 2017; Yu et al., 2019) . In the case of metabolomics data, the 121 hierarchical structure indicates that all the peaks from the same compound are correlated with 122 each other, and that a given compound might also be correlated with other compounds. Hence, 123 peak level data also contains compound level correlations. Therefore, variances would be biased 124 on compounds with more peaks. in the in silico simulations. In total, 14 related datasets were used to simulate 7 different 137 scenarios. These datasets are summarized in Table 1 . Therefore, taking into account the experimental design for the selected datasets (Table 1) , the 145 first step of this study encompassed calculations of average peak intensities across single 146 samples within particular groups. As presented in Figure 1 , the log transformed intensity 147 distribution of detected peaks showed a left-skew pattern for Dataset 1, which contained 24 148 groups. Various patterns were observed for the other real datasets (Datasets 2-14); however, 149 none of these distributions could be simply expressed as normal distributions (see Figures S1-150 S13). In order to simulate such peaks' intensities in silico, a Weibull distribution was applied to 151 the data, since such distribution provides the possibility for right-or left-skewed patterns (as 152 observed in real datasets), depending on the corresponding parameters, such as shape and scale.
138

Application of datasets for in silico simulation
153
In LC-MS analysis, each compound can generate multiple ions or peaks , such as isotopologues, 154 adducts, and neutral loss, on mass spectrometry (Yu et al., 2019) . In GC-MS, specifically in EI 155 mode, each compound would generate multiple fragments along with molecular ions (Yu et al., 156 2017). In this study, the percentages of the detected compounds, expressed as the ratio between 157 the number of compounds and their corresponding peaks, were defined for real datasets and then 158 included into the in silico simulation. When such a parameter is lower than 50%, more than two 159 random peaks could come from a single compound. Moreover, according to previously reported 160 work, 5-20% of peaks could indicate either major variances or real compounds (Mahieu and 161 Patti, 2017; Yu et al., 2019) ; as such, this assumption was taken into account during our 162 simulation studies. We also assumed that correlated peaks from the same compound would not 163 change the Weibull distribution for other peaks.
164
In a simulation of the peaks' intensity, only a few peaks would be generated at first according to Weibull distribution were selected based on the range of parameters observed in real datasets.
203
For the relative standard deviation (%RSD), the shape and scale were set as 1 and 0.18, 204 respectively. Given the nature of such effects, analyses at the peak level, instead of the 205 compound level, were performed in evaluation studies of batch effect correction methods, which 206 are discussed later in this paper.
207
Next, based on the statistical probability of the available 14 real datasets, we simulated and 208 evaluated seven scenarios that are common in real research datasets (Table 2) concern the identification of differences between the two distinct types of batch effects: 220 monotone and block. Overall, each of the above-mentioned scenarios was simulated in silico 221 1000 times. Simulation was performed on raw data and also on log transformed data for each 222 scenario. In total, 252000 batch-corrected data were obtained on 14000 different simulated 223 datasets to provide stable and reliable results for further discussion. 
251
The false positive rate is the ratio between the number of false positive peaks and negative peaks.
252
The simulation process and batch correction algorithm were run using the mzrtsim package and 253 script, which are listed in the supporting information. 254 Results and discussion 255 256 In total, 18 selected batch correction strategies were applied for each of the 7 scenarios, and their 257 data compared and contrasted. The results of this evaluation study are discussed for each 258 scenario in the next section. to cases similar to scenario 1 and scenario 2. On the other hand, the three linear models used in 273 this study (SVA, ISVA, and PCR) were found to increase the false discovery rate, which is not a 274 desired effect. However, once the data was log transformed, batch correction methods yielded a 275 better performance as compared to that observed for raw data (Figure 4) . When log-transformed 276 data was used instead, a comparison of batch correction methods' performances between 277 scenarios 1 and 2 revealed that the linear model-based correction methods provided larger false 278 positive rates in dependent data (scenario observed in untargeted metabolomics study) in 279 comparison to independent data. Therefore, the results suggest that in cases where metabolomics 280 data from GC-MS/LC-MS based studies possess multiple peaks from the same compounds, such 281 methods' false positive rate would be worse if the data were log transformed prior to correction 282 as opposed to use in its raw format.
283
Comparison 2: experimental design dominated and batch effects dominated scenarios 284 In the second comparison, we set100 compounds to generate 1000 peaks. In total, 3 unique 285 datasets corresponding to 3 different scenarios were simulated for comparison. First, a dataset 286 with 500 and 100 peaks changed by experimental design and batch effects, respectively, was 287 simulated (scenario 3). This simulation took into account a scenario in which the resulting 288 dataset characteristics would be primarily owed to the experimental design, and where most of 289 the peaks could be used to separate biological groups. The second scenario considered in this 290 comparison entailed a simulation with 100 and 500 peaks that were changed by experiment 291 design and batch effects, respectively (scenario 4). Finally, a third scenario (scenario 5), 292 combining properties of scenario 3 and scenario 4, and having 500 and 500 peaks changed by 293 experiment design and batch effects, respectively, was included in this comparison. These three 294 scenarios are commonly observed in real metabolomics datasets.
295
In this comparison, "no correction" data was treated as a baseline for each scenario. As presented 296 in Figure 5 , application of 17 batch correction methods on raw data revealed that scenarios 4 and 297 5 yielded much lower true positive rates and false positive rates (around 50% and 60%), 298 respectively, when compared to treatment dominated data (around 80%) in scenario 3. However, 299 most of the batch correction methods used in these three scenarios made no improvements in the 300 differential analysis, especially when applied to the raw data. Only linear model-based correction 301 methods, such as SVA, yielded better performance on true positive rates for batch effects 302 dominated data (scenario 4). However, the tradeoff of using such methods is incurring an 303 increase in false positive rates compared with other batch correction methods. Interestingly, log-304 transformed data improved most of the correction methods' performance on true positive rates.
305
In cases where studies are designed to yield high true positive rates, log transformation would be 306 useful prior to batch correction. 308 The applied batch effects in the above-mentioned simulations were of mixed (monotone and 309 block) type only. However, in real datasets, observed batch effects may be mixed mode, 310 monotone, or block. Therefore, in the third comparison, the mixed batch effects were separated 311 into two different, not previously analyzed scenarios: one where the dataset was only affected by 312 monotone batch effects (scenario 6), and another one where only blocked batch effects affected the dataset (scenario 7). The performance of different batch correction methods on these two new 314 scenarios was then compared. All other parameters were the same as in scenario 1.
307
Comparison 3: influence of different types of batch effects
316
The obtained results indicate that the performances of all batch correction methods used in both 317 scenarios were similar; however, most of the analyzed methods had better performance towards 318 monotone batch effects correction ( Figure 6 ). Nevertheless, log transformation of the data still 319 had a strong influence on linear model-based batch correction methods, especially on false 320 positive rates (see Figure 6 ). Therefore, the results presented in this comparison point to a The results of the current study, which encompassed 252000 batch corrections on 14000 327 different simulated datasets, with subsequent differential analysis of the 18 available batch 328 correction strategies on the generated data, show that none of the applied methods were fully 329 useful for each scenario presented in this study, as all included batch correction methods were 330 strongly influenced by the correction models and statistical properties of the data. Therefore, 331 preliminary experiments should be implemented to simulate batch effects from real data. In this 332 aspect, the proposed mzrtsim package could be used to simulate metabolomics data based on 333 theoretical statistical distributions or on statistical distributions of real data. The obtained 334 information could then be used to inform decisions regarding method selection, based on a given 335 distribution of peaks intensity. However, since each peak would possess different batch effects, 336 the application of pooled QC sampling would be a useful tool to control unwanted influences, 337 ascertaining that only peaks with lower RSD% in all pool QC samples are taken into account for 338 further analysis (Dunn et al., 2012) . Although the development of novel batch correction 339 methods would be useful, particularly methods capable of addressing specific types of batch 340 effects, methods that ascertain whether it is worthwhile to apply batch corrections might be more 341 meaningful for researchers. However, not all scenarios typically encountered in analytical studies 342 were considered in this work. In the presented scenarios, typical of untargeted metabolomics, the analysis carried out as part of this work has been made reproducible as a script and could be 344 easily modified with different statistical properties or used directly to perform simulations from 345 real datasets. 346 
Conclusion 347
Statistical properties and multipeak-based simulations reveal potential issues during data analysis, such as skewed distribution, different types of batch effects, and inner associations within data. Log transformation of datasets might be required as a preprocessing step in order to achieve better results. Corrections based on certain types of samples or peak(s) could cause overcorrection of other peaks. Further, traditional correction methods might increase the false positive rates of the datasets while not yielding much improvement with respect to true positive rates. While SVA, a linear model-based correction method, could be selected as a general batch correction method under different conditions after log transformation of the data, the method nonetheless still poses a risk of increasing false positive rates. 
